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Delta Zeta Sorority
- Purpose Statement: To unite its members in the bond of sincere and lasting friendship, to stimulate one another in the pursuit of knowledge, to promote the moral and social culture of its members, and to develop plans for the guidance and unity in action.
- Website: [www.mnstate.edu/delta-zeta/](http://www.mnstate.edu/delta-zeta/)
- Contact Name and E-mail: Jill Ulven - ulvenji@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Julia Rief- riefju@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Becky Boyle Jones - becky.boylejones@mnstate.edu

Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
- Purpose Statement: To fulfill, as an individual chapter, the objects of Gamma Phi Beta Sorority, and to develop the highest type of womanhood through education, social life, service to country and humanity.
- Website: [mnstate.edu/gamma-phi-beta](http://mnstate.edu/gamma-phi-beta)
- Facebook: [www.facebook.com/GPBGammaMuChapter](http://www.facebook.com/GPBGammaMuChapter)
- Twitter: [@MSumGammaPhi](https://twitter.com/MSumGammaPhi)
- Instagram: [MSUMGammaPhi](https://www.instagram.com/msumgammaphibeta)
- Blog: [msumgammaphibeta.blogspot.com](http://msumgammaphibeta.blogspot.com)
- Contact Name and E-mail: Marissa Peterson - petersmari@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Jane Pettinger - pettinger@mnstate.edu

Kappa Sigma Fraternity
- Purpose Statement: An international Men's Fraternity promoting the ideals of Service, Scholarship, Fellowship and Leadership.
- Organization E-mail: kappasigma@mnstate.edu
- Organization Facebook: [Kappa Sigma MSUM](http://www.facebook.com/lists/10151425479742729)
- Organization Twitter: @KappaSigmaMSUM
- Website: [www.facebook.com/lists/10151425479742729](http://www.facebook.com/lists/10151425479742729)
- Contact Name and E-mail: Beau Cummings - cummingsbe@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Nik Newville- newvilleni@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Kevin Schwab- schwabke@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Will Cafferata- cafferatwi@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name ane E-mail: Trent Zbichorski- zbichorstr@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Shane Kelly - kellysh@mnstate.edu AND Becky Boyle Jones - becky.boylejones@mnstate.edu

Panhellenic Council
- Purpose Statement: To promote cooperation with member sororities and the University administration in concern or maintenance of high social and moral standards
- Contact Name and E-mail: Mariah Lloyd- lloydma@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Alycia Cape- lapeal@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Becky Boyle Jones- becky.boylejones@mnstate.edu